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Abstract— An efficient multiuser detection technique, denoted
hybrid interference subspace rejection (ISR), has been recently developed for multi-rate CDMA transmissions with mixed
spreading factors and/or modulations (as well as multi-code). In
this paper, we derive a link/system-level performance analysis of
hybrid ISR based on the Gaussian assumption (GA) and validate
it by simulations. In addition, we design an efficient strategy
for hybrid ISR, well adapted to multi-rate CDMA transmission,
that strives to maximize throughput while containing the extra
computational cost.

I. I NTRODUCTION

evaluated through simulations using very realistic link-level
simulation setups [2]. Simulation results confirm the improved
complexity/performance tradeoffs provided by hybrid ISR.
In this paper, we develop a theoretical link/system-level
performance analysis of hybrid ISR based on the Gaussian
assumption (GA), under the condition of realistic wireless
transmission that takes into account frequency mismatch,
imperfect power control and channel identification errors. We
validate the Gaussian approximation (GA) of the interference
by comparison with simulation results. In addition, we design
an efficient strategy for hybrid ISR, well adapted to multirate CDMA transmission, that strives to maximize throughput
while containing the extra computational cost.

The “third-generation and beyond” wireless communication systems must be able to offer wireless transport for a
variety of information sources with inherently different data
rates, including data, image, and voice. In such mixed-rate
traffic scenarios, the conventional receiver fails to demodulate
transmissions from the weak low-rate users. It is therefore imperative to develop effective multi-rate code division multiple
access (CDMA) multiuser detectors.
An efficient multiuser detection technique, denoted hybrid
interference subspace rejection (ISR), first proposed for singlerate DS-CDMA [1], has been recently developed for multi-rate
transmissions with mixed spreading factors and/or modulations
(as well as multi-code) [2]. Indeed, single-rate ISR offers
different modes (referred to as canonic in the following).
Each canonic mode characterizes the interference vector in
a different way and accordingly suppresses it. The TR (total
realizations) mode nulls the total interference vector and
hence requires accurate estimation of all the channel and
data parameters of the NI interferers. The R (realizations)
mode nulls the signal vector of each interferer and hence is
not sensitive to power estimation errors. The D (diversities)
mode nulls the signal vector from each interfering finger and
hence gains additional robustness to channel estimation errors.
The H (hypotheses) mode nulls the signal vector from each
interfering symbol of each interferer and hence introduces
robustness to symbol data estimation errors.
In multi-rate transmissions, however, low-rate users require
increased protection from the strong interference of high-rate
users. Unfortunately the simplest canonic mode is unable to
provide adequate protection and a potential upgrade to more
robust modes will note only increase the complexity but also
results in more severe noise enhancement. Hybrid ISR exploits
the performance-complexity tradeoffs between the different
ISR canonic modes. Instead of detecting all active users
targeted for suppression with the same canonic ISR mode,
hybrid ISR splits them into several groups based on their data
rate, then applies different canonic ISR modes for their nulling,
the number of nulling constraints being larger for groups with
higher transmission rates. The performance of hybrid ISR was

where each user u contributes its user-observation matrix
u
u2
the
n scaled by its total received power (n ) and where
th . In
base-band preprocessed thermal noise contributes
n
the following, we assume that the base station targets NI
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1 We can also use pilot symbols for coherent modulation and detection [6],
but that is beyond the scope of this paper.

II. M ULTI -R ATE CDMA DATA M ODEL
We consider the uplink of an asynchronous multi-cellular
multi-rate CDMA system where each base station is equipped
with M receiving antennas. The system consists of U incell active users that transmit data with different spreading
factors and different modulation formats (extension to the
multi-code scheme is ad hoc). The data b un 2 CMu for a user
assigned the index u is Mu -PSK modulated and differentially1
encoded at rate 1=Tu , where Tu is the symbol duration
j2 m
and CMu = f: : :  e Mu  : : : g m 2 f0 : : :  Mu ; 1g.
The data sequence is then spread by a long spreading code
cu (t). The spreading factor Lu is defined as the ratio of the
symbol duration Tu and the chip duration T c . We convert the
variable spreading factor scenario into a single spreading factor
scenario where each high data-rate user is equivalent to Q u
virtual low data-rate users. Regardless of the data-rate, the
receiver implements down conversion, matched pulse filtering
and chip-rate sampling followed by framing the observation
into overlapping blocks of constant length of N P chips. The
resulting processing block duration T P = NP Tc is equal to
Tmax +  . The processing period Tmax = Qu Tu , which is
also equal to the maximum spreading factor L max times Tc ,
contains integer numbers of symbols Q u targeted for detection
in each block for user u. The frame overlap  < T max ,
which is larger then the delay spread to allow multipath
tracking [5], comprises Q u = d=Tu e symbols for user
u. Hence we obtain the M  NP matched-filter observation
matrix [1]:

Yn =
Y

U
X

u=1

nu Ynu + Nth
n

(1)

N

interfering users (presumably with high data-rate and/or strong
power) for joint suppression among the U active users (e.g.,
all incell users). Using Eq. (1) and defining a vector V as
matrix
reshaped columwise, we can rewrite the matchedfiltering observation matrix for the desired user assigned index
d 2 f1 : : : NIg with respect to its kth symbol targeted for
detection for k = 0 : : :  Qd ; 1 in the following vector form
[1]:

V

Qd +X
Qd ;1
NI
X
d
i
d
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Y n = sn Y k n + n Y n +
sdn k Y dk n +N n  (2)
| {z } i=1
k = Qd
desired signal i6=d
| {z } | k 6=k {z
}
I dMAIn
I dk
ISIn
= sdn k Y dk n + I dn k + N n 
(3)
where sdn k = nd bdk n is the k th signal component and Y dk n
is the canonic user-observation vector due to the k -th symbol.
I dMAI n and I dISI kn are the multiple access interference and the
0

0

0

;
0

inter-symbol interference to be suppressed with the respect to
the k th symbol of user d. The noise vector N n comprises the
preprocessed thermal noise and the rest of the active users.
III. H YBRID ISR P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
This section is dedicated to the performance analysis of
hybrid ISR. We exploit the analysis results of ISR recently
developed in [3] at the link-level and extend them to hybrid
ISR. Additionally, we broaden the scope of the analysis
to include frequency mismatch, channel identification errors
and imperfect power control [4]. We also provide a simple
procedure to evaluate the capacity in terms of number of users
per cell and the total system throughput.
A. Link-Level Performance Analysis
The signal after hybrid ISR combining is:

sbdn k = W dn kHH Y n

(4)
Yb d Y dkn d k d k
dk
d kH
= kn
kYb dkn k2 sn + MAI n + ISI n + W n N n 
dk
dk
where MAI
n is the residual MAI and ISI n is the residual
ISI. The hybrid ISR combiner W dn k satisfies:
(
d
W dn k H Yb k n = 1
(5)
H
W dn k Cb dn k = 0:
These constraints allow to derive the variance of the interference rejection residuals. The residual interferences are
approximated as a Gaussian distributed random variable with
zero mean. Only their variance needs to be evaluated. We
define E kW dn k k2 ] =  as a measure of the enhancement
of the white noise compared to MRC ( = 1 for MRC)
[3]. We exploit the expression of the variance of the channel
identification error in [6] and the variance of the power control
2
error in [4]. Let  d = E ( d )2 ] be the average power of the
2
the desired user and  i be the average interference power of
user i which varies with the spreading factor and modulation
format. The variances of the residual MAI interferences can
be written as:

dk ]=
VarMAI
n

NI
1 X

Ld

2
The interference term I (  m )

i=1

i6=d

I (2i  mi ):

(6)

i i from user i depends on the
power of the interferer as well as the canonic suppression
mode mi applied to this user:
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;2 2i TR
 (fD + f )]
R
i2 (1 +  (fD )) ;  (fD )]
D
i2 1 ;  ]
i (1 +  (fD )) ; 1]
2

0

mi = MRC
mi = TR
mi = R
mi = D
mi = H
mi = HD

(7)

where fD and f are the maximum Doppler frequency
and the carrier frequency offset, respectively. The detailed
R
D
expressions of  (f ),  , TR
 (f ),  (f ) and  are derived
for a Rayleigh fading channel with P equal-power paths to
yield:
2
d
]+VarISId kn ])
 (f ) = P(N +VarMAIkn
2
2(1; 2 ii
)
h

(8)
+2 1 ; B0 2fT2 i 

i
2
D )2 
 (f ) = 4 (fDP;PC
1
and

 MP (NI ;1)(Qi +2Qi +1)+(1+  (f ))(MP ;1)(Qi +2Qi )]
TR
 (f )=
NIMP (Qi +2Qi +1);1
 (1+  (f ))(1+  (f ))(Qi +2Qi )]+(1+  (f ))(MP ;1)
+

NIMP (Qi +2Qi +1);1
Qi )+(1+  (f ))(Qi +2Qi )]+MP ;1
R (f ) =  (MP ;1)(Qi +2MP

(Qi +2Qi +1);1
(Qi +2Qi )]+MP ;1
D =  MP
MP (Qi +2Qi +1);1 
(9)

where

i
 = (1 ; (1 ; cos(2 =Mi ))SMRC
)2 

(10)

is the channel identification adaptation step-size, B0 is
the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0, PC D is
i
the power control feedback delay and S MRC
is the symbol
error rate after the MRC stage. It follows from Eq. (8) that
 (f ) is dependent on the noise and residual interference
variance. Due to the analytical complexity of the problem,
we have resorted to a worst case analysis in which we have
 PNI 2
d
d
VarMAI
k n ] + VarISI k n ] = Ld ii6==1d  i . This is the same as
assuming that all the users are detected by simple MRC, and
hence the gains due to interference rejection are not taken into
account when evaluating the channel identification error. The
variances of the residual ISI interferences can be written as:

2

d k ] = I (  m )( ; 1 +  )=
VarISI
is
d d
n

(11)

where is (0  is < 1) is a measure of the relative impact of
the interference generated by the other paths on a given path
of the desired user [3]. The SNR of the desired user can be
estimated as:
SNRdISR =

M2d
2:
Var d k n ] + Var d k n ] +  N
MAI

ISI

(12)

1. Initialize capacity C=maxf1=rg g, g 2 f1 : : :  Gg
2. Start computation loop:
2.1 Increment capacity C=C+0.1
2.2 For each group of users g 2 f1 : : :  Gg
2.2.1 Compute the SNR with MRC

SNRgMRC =

M2g
2 + 1 (Cr ;1) 2 +f 1 PG Cr  2
Cr

g Lg i=1 i i
Lg ii==1g i i Lg g
1

M

2

g
:
G Cri I (2i mi ) + (Crg ;1)I (2g mg ) + f PG Cri 2i
i=1
i
=1
L
L
L
g
g
g
i6=g

g =
SNRISR
P

PG

(14)
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2.2.2 Compute the symbol error rate SER after MRC stage
g
SMRC
= (SNRgMRC )
2
2.2.3 Compute 2 (f )  (f )  (f ) I ( g  mg )
2.2.4 Compute the SNR

Mg
Cr 2
G Cri I (L2i mi ) + (Crg ;1)LI (2g mg ) +f PG
i=1 Lig i
g
g
ii6==1g
g
G
2

SNRgISR = P

2.3 if for 8g 2 f1 : : :  Gg SNRISR
3. Decrement capacity C=C-0.1

> SNRreq goto 2.1, else exit

The maximum number of users that can access the system
can be hence calculated by the simple procedure illustrated in
Tab. I. For a specific operating condition and mode assignment,
the capacity evaluation procedure computes the link-level SNR
for all groups of users. In a multi-rate system, each group of
users has its own required SNR. The quality of service (QoS)
constraints on the capacity become:

8g 2 f1 : : :  Gg

TABLE I
C APACITY COMPUTATION PROCEDURE .

The BER performance of the d-th user’s hybrid ISR receiver
is then given as follows:

Ped =

(SNRdISR )

(13)

represents the single-user bound (SUB), which is
where
classically defined as a conditional Gaussian Q-function over
d and i . When using this classical representation, the
average BER is derived by first finding the pdfs of  d and
i and then averaging over those pdfs. Since it is difficult to
find a simple expression for the pdfs of  d and i , we may
consider an approximative pdf. In this analysis, we choose to
simulate without imposing any pdf approximation.
The link-level performance analysis leads to a fundamental
insight into the hybrid ISR mechanisms. It shows that hybrid
ISR performance varies from user to user and depends on
a wide variety of factors such as the detection mode, the
propagation environment (data, channel, and power control
estimation errors), and the strength of the background noise. It
also confirms that the number of nulling constraints should be
larger for the groups of users that generate higher transmission
powers in order to improve the overall performance of the
multi-rate system.
B. System-Level Performance Analysis
Using the link-level performance analysis established earlier, we propose a simple computation procedure to evaluate
the capacity in terms of number of users per cell for a specific
operating condition and mode assignment. The capacity evaluation procedure provides a classification of the different mode
assignments at specific operating conditions. We translate the
link-level results into system-level results in terms of total
throughput (or spectrum efficiency) under the following four
assumptions: 1) All the cells have the same average load
of C users per cell. 2) All the cells have the same multirate distribution: The C users are divided into G groups,
the proportion of users in the group g is denoted r g (i.e.
PG
g=1 rg = 1). 3) Within each group g , all users are received

2

with equal power denoted  g (i.e., perfect PC). 4) The outcell to in-cell interference ratio f is set to 0.3 [7]. Given these
assumptions in an interference-limited system (noise is low
compared to interference), the link-level SNR of the users in
the g -th group (ignoring ISI for simplicity) is:

g  SNRg 
SNRISR
req

(15)

g is the required SNR derived from link-level
where SNRreq
simulations to meet a BER of 5% in order to achieve a
QoS of 10;6 after channel decoding. After initialization,
g
this procedure increments the capacity C , until the SNR ISR
g .
given by Eq. (14) no longer exceeds the required SNR req
C is then reducedg to the largest value for which 8g 2
g . In step 2.2.1, we use the
f1 : : : Gg SNRISR
 SNRreq
fact that in each group g , all users are received with equal
2
power denoted  g . Hence, the in-cell interference powers
before despreading resulting from the C ; 1 in-cell users
PG
2
2
are
i=1 Cr  + (Crg ; 1)g . Assuming that the out-cell
i6=g i i
to in-cell interference ratio is f , the total received interferPG
2
2
ence before despreading is
i=1 Cri  i + (Crg ; 1) g +
i6=g

P
f Gi=1 Cri 2i . The total interference power is then reduced
by the processing gain Lg . In step 2.2.2, we evaluate the
d
symbol error rate SMRC
after the MRC stage as follows:
g
SMRC
= (SNRgMRC )
(16)

where

represents the single-user bound (SUB). In step 2.2.3,
is computed assuming the worst case of noise and
residual interference variance. But the step-size is optimized
at the operating conditions so as to minimize channel identification errors [6]. Thus, the capacity is optimized over .
This procedure provides a simple performance evaluation tool
for each mode assignment, which allows a quick selection of
the best hybrid ISR mode assignments at specific operating
conditions.

' (f )

IV. S IMULATIONS

AND

C ONCLUSIONS

We consider the uplink of a WCDMA base-station with

M = 2 antennas operating at a chip rate of 3.840 Mcps and

a carrier frequency of 1.9 GHz. The Rayleigh fading channel
is frequency selective with P = 3 equal-power paths and a
Doppler shift of 8Hz (i.e., speed of 5 Km/h). We assume a
linear delay drift of 0.07 ppm for each path. We implement
closed-loop power control operating at 1600 Hz and adjusting
the power in steps of 0:5 dB. An error rate on the power
control bit of 5% and a feedback delay of PC D = 0:625 ms
are simulated. All the channel parameters, varying in time, are
estimated by the spatio-temporal array-receiver (STAR) [5].
For validation purposes, we consider a dual-rate system and
the combination of the TR and R, D, or H modes in hybrid
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Fig. 1. BER vs SNR in dB with hybrid ISR (TR/R, TR/D, and TR/H) for (a):
BPSK, (b): 8PSK.

ISR. We also assume a frequency offset f = 200 Hz (i.e.,
about 0.1 ppm). All users targeted for suppression are split into
two groups, a larger number of N l users with low data-rate
and a smaller number of Nh users with high data-rate. The
hybrid TR/R, TR/D, and TR/H modes null the low data-rate
groups with the canonic TR mode. The hybrid TR/R, TR/D
and TR/H null the high data-rate users with the canonic R,
D and H modes, respectively. The multi-rate environment is
simulated with Nl = 10 BPSK users and Nh = 5 8PSK users
with spreading factors of L = 128 and L = 32, corresponding
to transmission rates of 30 Kb/s and 360 Kb/s, respectively.
In Fig. 1-(a)(b), we plot the link-level performance of both
BPSK and 8PSK users with the hybrid TR/R, TR/D, and TR/H
modes. It is seen that there is in general a good match between
analytical (plotted with solid line) and simulation (plotted
with circles) results. We notice, however, that the analytical
evaluation is less accurate for BPSK users with the TR/H mode
because we overestimate the effect of the residual interference
on the channel identification error. This approximation is even
less accurate with low background noise and high residual
interference.

Fig. 2. The total throughput versus the number of constraints
for the different mode assignments in dual-rate environment.

is that the noise and residual interference components 2 in
the received signal are also being scaled by the combiner.
This has been shown to result in greater noise and residual
interference power. It is therefore inefficient to apply TR/D,
R/D, D or D/H (complex modes) in an environment with
accurate channel estimation where they do not significantly
outperform modes with lower complexity. However, the R/H
and H modes are more robust to the data estimation error,
which is larger with high-order modulation (8PSK). Therefore,
they outperform TR, TR/R and R despite noise enhancement.
Fig. 2 also confirms that hybrid ISR provides a wider range of
performance/complexity tradeoffs. Indeed, we can select one
of the five detection modes plotted with squares: TR, TR/R, R,
R/H and H compared to only three canonic detection modes
TR, R and H. In wireless communication systems, there is
a practical limit to the number of processing operations that
can physically be supported. Taking into consideration the
complexity limit, we choose the multi-user detection mode that
maximizes the total throughput of the system. This work hence
provides an analytical tool for a reliable, quick and efficient
design of hybrid multi-user detection strategy in multi-rate
CDMA transmission.
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